
KQWeh Watch~ _
Laura Pearle, KQWeb Editor

Welcome to KQWeb! you (writing for publication, for example, or
painting your library yourself). Do you do
something a bit different? I hear there's a school
librarian out there that trains elephants in her
off-time=-I'd love to find out more, wouldn't
you?

News Views takes a look at issues that
involve school library programs. Right now we
have two topics going (Accelerated Reader and
No Child LeftBehind), but I hope to have more.

School Tools help us do our jobs better.
Check out new, creative ideas.

Online "In" Sites are great interactive
places to send your students-take a virtual
field trip, for example. I'm particularly excited
that Jami Jones will be writing a series of
columns on how she sets up her "AskDr.Jami"
-cwww.askdrjami.com» Web site. Do you know
of a site we should feature?

Beyond the Stacks highlights literary
vacations. Go on a Pooh tour, our newest
addition.

There will be more. And, as always,
KQWebwill feature expanded content from the
print magazine. Bookmark KQWeb,and add my
e-matl. ckqwebwatt.nec-, to your address
book. If you've got an idea you want to highlight
or have a comment about the content I want to
hear from you.

See you on the Web! •
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KQWEB
Sometime during AASL'sIndianapolis confer-
ence in 2001, Debbie Abilock and I were chat-
ting about the future ofKnowledge Quest. We
talked about managing the workflow, potential
issue topics, and a lot of other stuff. Later that
year I got an e-mail stating that ALAhad
approved the concept of appointing associate
editors and "suggesting" that I apply for the
postion of associatie editor for KQWeb.When
your manager "tells" (not "asks"), you do,
right?

Myapplication was accepted and the fun
began: learning to use the content management
system ... finding authors ... the frantic rush
as each issue gets ready to go to press ... it's
harder than you think! It's been over a year and
I'm still trying to catch my breath!

So, what difference DOESa year make?
Bynow you've all (hopefully) explored the

revamped ALAWeb site. And you've found your
way to KQWeb.For those of you that haven't, it's
at -cwwwala.org/aasl/kqweb». Almost all of the
old content is there, as well as some new
KQWebExclusives. This content is only available
to AASLmembers and Knowledge Quest sub-
scribers-a real benefit of membership.

Why I ... ? examines aspects of school
librarianship that might not have occurred to
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AsI've read the various articles in this issue of
Knowledge Quest, I thought back to the
March/April 2002 issue, with its theme One Step
Beyond. Asguest editor, I tried to think beyond
myK-12 experience to what students needed to
know to be prepared for college. Since then, my
work with the high school students at my school
has been geared toward that preparation-I
want them to have a successful first year in
college in terms of their research skills and
comfort level with using the library and its
resources.

Thinking K-20 is not that different from
thinking K-12, or K-16. I am (or should I say
"we all are") one link in the chain, teaching
that one step our students need to master
before moving on to the next step, the next link.
Givingstudents at all levels the confidence and
skills to go into a library (either virtual or
brick), perform independent research, and
become lifelong learners and effective informa-
tion consumers and producers is what we strive
to do.

Even in two short years there has been a
sea change in what information our teachers
and students expect to be able to find on the
Web as well as in what tools they use to find it.
We're all too aware of the Googling of America.
RecentlyYahoo revamped its search engine, the
hidden Web continues to grow and yet remain
more invisible to users as time goes by,and
students still fail to see the value of digging a
little deeper to find valuable resources and
information.
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To accompany this issue ofKnowledge
Quest, the KQWebsite includes an article by
Patience McGuire about using data blocks with
our earliest learners and one by BetsyJohnson
that explores the plagiarism epidemic K-20.

There's more to explore on KQWebthan
just issue-based tie-ins, however.There's another
article in the Evolutionof a Web site series, for
example-particularly helpful as we try to reach
out to our patrons. Rereading TerryYoung's
article on blogs may inspire you to try one out in
your library, as part of your Web page.

More exciting than the articles, however, is
a special project that I hope helps all of you
when you look at both KQWeband Knowledge
Quest: an index of articles. That's right-
someone went through the entire print run of
Knowledge Quest and created an index of
authors and topics! We'Ube updating the index
and eventually add in the KQWebexclusive
material.

Which brings me to a request. Since I've
started working on the KQWebsite, creating
additional content and posting what we hope
are valuable reprints of articles, I've heard very
little from you, the readers. What content is
important to you?Andwhy?Are there articles
you see in print that you'd like to have online?
Do you have an idea for a series or article that
you could write (like a "WhyI ... " piece)?
Maybeyou have an idea but don't feel comfort-
able writing-the editors here might be able to
help with that! Mye-mail inbox waits for your
input and comments-kqweb@att.net. •
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Laura Pearle, KQWeb Editor

to use LC'sCIPprocess. In addition, we have a
CIPFAQand a tutorial to help us further under-
stand the process.

Do we even have a common language
with which to discuss or interpret data?
Learning how to interpret the Lance studies
or an SLMRarticle, or how to work with the
multitude of data we produce in our libraries,
is all part of the learning to be a good librar-
ian process. This issue of KQWebhas articles
that help expand our knowledge of this impor-
tant facet of our lives.

Data will also have an impact on KQWeb
in the coming year. Who uses the site?Which
sections are most valued, and which are least
valued? What should there be more of: KQWeb
Exclusives, or added content meshing with the
print version? Additional content will be added
to the site throughout the summer. Make it a
point to see what's going on, and let us know
what you need from this resource. Suggestions
are alwayswelcome, as are ideas for new con-
tent (better still are those that are interested in
providing content') .

Have a good summer. See you in
September .•

We can't escape it: data is omnipresent in our
personal and professional lives. The trick is
knowing how to effectivelyuse it. Misuse data,
and you could spend your life paralyzed by the
''what ifs." Master data, and your life can be
greatly enhanced.

From a professional point of view, the first
question is "what data are relevant?" We all
know about the data smog that comes from
searching the Web and the multitude of media
that scream, exhort, and interrupt our day with
information. For some, it may be more impor-
tant to know how to choose a new automation
system (as Candace Alani does in her KQWeb
article "Using Technology Tools to Shop Library
Automation: An International School Experience
That Worked"). For others, it may be rubrics
(check out Joette Stefl-Marbry's extended
version of "Building Rubrics into Powerful
Learning Assessment Tools" on KQWeb).For
still others, learning about electronic data
blocks may be what's relevant right now (check
out Patience McGuire's article in "School Tools"
in the KQWebExclusives section). CIPdata is
also highlighted, with reprints of Marilyn
McCroskey and Michelle Turvey's series on how
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